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Your Spiritual Support Is Most Welcome Here

Defaced - Week 41
“Why is there evil & suffering in the world?”
John 10:10a KJV
10a The thief cometh not, but for to steal, and to kill, and to destroy:
Therein lies the True Answer to the ageless question of the human race.
This question is one that so many have struggled with throughout the history of
this world & one not quickly answered.
For in our lives whenever we experience real suffering, we soon realise it’s not
intellect that can give any real answer to our question of why.
But it is in fact, a genuine cry of the heart for some comprehension when in the
midst of real suffering.
This same need for an answer occurs whether the sufferings are affecting
ourselves, ones we love or someone for whom we have much concern.
Very often it is felt toward complete strangers when we hear of their plight.
These feelings can be either founded on basic human compassion and/or the
fear that can so quickly enliven in us with a realisation that it could have just as
easily happened to us.
Each & every one of us will encounter true personal suffering many times over
throughout our lives on this earth.
It is at such times, many of our self-perceived sufferings of life quickly relegate
themselves to positions of insignificance with the realisation that the perceptions
of those 'sufferings' were based more on unfulfilled expectation & want.
To merely believe that to suffer is to not get what we feel we deserve or want, &
the realisation of missing out is considered to be an act of real suffering would, in
general, be accepted as being selfish & naive, yet we all continually do it in one
form or another.
[ I would assert here that as Christians we at times are even more prone to react
in such ways through mistakingly understanding having been made Worthy &
Justified in Christ with personal worthiness & justification. ]
Whenever true tragedy & suffering occur, our standard somewhat unrealistic view
of life soon undergoes a shift of perspective under realisation of what real pain is,
even if often its effect only lasts as long as the pain.
Another most common & unanswerable question for most is a Spiritual one:
"Does God exist?"
Most tend to answer this question with a question:
“If God is real why is there evil & suffering in the world?”
This common form of reply, birthed outside of a valid heart profession of Faith in
God, is indicative of the inherent inability to give an adequate answer when all
reasoning is based on & relative to 'the concept of self'.
Such statements reveal that outside The Truth of God, human wisdom is 'blinded'
by the concept of good & evil firmly embedded within the human nature.
Firstly, in the applied assumption that the person found asking the question 'Why'
is unquestionably considering themselves worthy & 'good' enough to assess &
judge what amounts to evil & suffering.
Secondly, in the further applied assumption that if God existed then because of
our judgement of ourselves as being 'good', then 'evil & suffering' could not exist
anymore & we the 'good' would be left to live in peace.
This human reasoning rooted in 'the concept of self' & founded upon 'the
knowledge of good & evil' has no basis whatsoever in The Fullness of Truth.
Instead, it's bases are firmly founded upon a contorted reflection of it.
In living out our lives, this deceit of reliance on self-awareness outside of God's
Righteousness relegates us into a personal fight for survival with the 'pride of self'
intrinsically judging ourselves to be foundationally 'Good'.
The sin nature of man then makes it impossible to escape the relentless agitator
of the lusts of the flesh continually spinning us to & fro between so many levels of
'good & evil.'
This continual unrest & stirring, having been instilled by way of the great deceipt
of the Garden, is ultimately designed only to steal, kill & destroy each person's
destiny in God.
Only being in Christ can help us to run the good race toward Victory, as good
morals & behaviours only serve to run us into a 'self-righteous goodness'
delusion of our own making.
All deceit contains elements of truth that can make up even quite a significant
portion of any deception.
I believe that through Holy Spirit it is possible to recognise the contortions of The
Truth embedded within the deceptive foundation of the knowledge of good & evil.
In unity with seeking His Divine Guidance, revealing of the enemy’s contortions
of The Truth can be found in using a kind of 'reverse psychology' principle to peel
back the reflected lie to expose the deflected Truth.
This uncovering, I believe, can genuinely lead to a deeper understanding &
comprehension of God’s Truth by first having the contortion that we once
accepted now revealed to us.
The Bible tells us that there is nothing new under the sun & God is the Creator of
all thing & all creativity stems from Him.
Worldwide we continually marvel at the creative talents of so many people, yet in
the Fullness of Truth, every ability & skill comes from God.
Our enemy lacks creativity & so resorts to merely deflecting the True Word of God
away from man, & is driven by necessity to distort The Truth then reflect
contortions of it onto man.
Thereby, through lies & deceit he upholds & exalts himself upon his throne of self
& through it tirelessly works at destroying those made in God's Image.
Who outside of Christ either accept his evil deeds & work with him or live in the
lie of 'self goodness' & work for him.
Deflect good & then reflect it as evil, deflect evil & then reflect it as good.
The absolute basest form of deceit & manipulation reveals itself in this strategy of
our real enemy that originated in the Garden of Eden, resulting in the Fall of Man.
This ploy is still employed today within the evil actions found in every level of
disobedience.
It is ‘self’ & the satisfying of it that appeases us into a false security that in turn
leads us to readily accept the contamination in ignorance by way of 'tickling the
ears' with half or contorted truths.
For it convinces us through the concept of 'self' of our inherent 'goodness' in turn
creating an assumption that we truly deserve only 'good things' or even 'the best
of things’ that please us.
The fullness of The Truth is absent from it, but a contortion is actually to be found
within the employing of the deflection/reflection principle of deceit.
The curse of the knowledge of good & evil embedded in human nature took deep
root through disobedience and so now a constant agitation exists in all men.
The Truth is that in any given moment of time should I consider my current
actions as good [nice] then at that time I hate what is evil [naughty] even though
at times I partake of it.
On the contrary, should it be that at another given moment of time I should
consider my current actions as evil [naughty] then at that time I hate what is good
[nice] even though at times I partake of it.
If honest with ourselves every last one of us can relate to that!
These are the constantly shifting parameters we attempt to vindicate ourselves
with which only result in deep-seated guilt within the soul that then in turn
agitates away at any peace within us with guilt.
For we as men naturally see ourselves as being good [self pride] & regard 'evil'
as being only to do with an evil force, power or personification far removed from
the lives we lead.
Therefore we perceive our 'sins' as genetic aberrations or lapses of character
being the result of the trials of life or lusts of the flesh that overcome us at times
rather than the truly evil acts they are in the Sight of God.
Therein lies the quandary of a life-based on the knowledge of good & evil.
Trying to live a life of personally perceived rights & freedoms supposedly given
by the same world that requires we simultaneously walk within the corporate
boundaries of universal rights & liberties.
Yet another agitation to us, set to play against 'our self' & its right to have what it
wants when it wants it.
A life based on lies formed in a crucible of self & pride, being the twin impurities
of our enemy's contortion of The Truth.
To God, all our ways are evil having not been founded upon His Word, but
instead upon disobedience
Even for those of us who Know Him, the struggle ensues in the battle against our
natural disobedience & will continue to do so as long as we still occupy these
bodies in this world.
Thank God once again for the Redeeming Blood of the Lamb, knowing that as
believer's we still sin but no longer have a sin nature, that in & through Christ we
can be more than Overcomers.
Take heart, for we are not alone in such struggles as in Romans Chapter 7 the
Apostle Paul described his fight against the body of this death.
Romans 7:21-25 KJV
21 I find then a law, that, when I would do good, evil is present with me.
22 For I delight in the law of God after the inward man:
23 But I see another law in my members, warring against the law of my mind, and
bringing me into captivity to the law of sin which is in my members.
24 O wretched man that I am! who shall deliver me from the body of this death?
25 I thank God through Jesus Christ our Lord. So then with themind I myself
serve the law of God; but with the flesh the law of sin.
Diligently Seek God for He sees & knows the author of our deception, the one
who came only to rob, steal, kill & destroy.
The one whose works He wants to reveal to us through an awakening from our
slumber in Accordance to His Divine Will & Purpose in this, the End of the
Church Age.
Love,
Mwesigwa
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1. Register your spiritual support of God's Purpose for East Africa & Beyond
2. Register spiritual support & request to be kept updated with EIDO Postings
3. Register a Ministries Fellowship with EIDO and/or request for direct contact
Simply Click on the graphic or link below to add your support:

Your Spiritual Support Is Most Welcome Here

There is such a thing called The Church Age or the Age of The Church. It began with the
Coming of Jesus & will end with the Coming of Christ. This period is a Spiritual
Movement more commonly known as The Latter Rain period. A Spiritual Movement
started it when Mary conceived Jesus & a Spiritual Movement will end it in accordance
to God’s Divine Purpose when Christ appears in the clouds to receive His Bride The
Church. Other Spiritual Movements have occurred in between bringing God’s Plan into
different levels of fulfillment such as the birthing of The Church, the Reformation &
Modern Pentecostalism. All serving God's Love to take The Church on a journey to full
maturity just as our love steers our children into their maturing. Every journey takes
steps. If I am to open my front gate I have to take many steps to get there but it is the
last step that reaches the goal. I believe from what I have come to know in serving God
in His EIDO Vision is that we are now moving through the threshold to the last step for
The Church Age. There is now a Spiritual Movement at hand that will be powerful
enough to draw in The Church to its Purposed End & EIDO is but one part of it.
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EIDO is .....
not just a Ministry or an Organisation,
it is part of an end time Spiritual Movement Of God

EIDO operates in a God Given geographical region
whilst Spiritually being part of an overall Movement of God
Destined to eventually cover The Church Worldwide.

EIDO was Spiritually assigned to an International Region comprising
the East African Community & the Mid North of South Australia.

This region, therefore, embraces the nations of Australia,
Uganda, Burundi, Tanzania, Kenya & Rwanda.

EIDO, therefore, is but one part of a Coming Worldwide Move Of God
destined to uplift the Body of Christ through its Specific Anointing
to a Conscious Awareness of God, His Kingdom & True Unity.

In accordance with His Divine Will & Purpose,
it is intentionally designed to shake the True Chruch
from its slumber, thereby releasing the shackles that have
previously kept such clarity bound.

Through it, God shall position the True Church into its rightful place,
thus enabling it TO SEE the dawning of His Bright Morning Star
& TO KNOW that in His Hands it is to be the beginning of
the final preparation of the Bride for Christ.

EIDO is a Ministry Birthed By God, but not a Ministry in the
form we have grown accustomed to.

It's Apostolic in its nature & a vessel carrying a Message of
God's Intent beating in & engendering from His Heart.

It is a Spiritual Movement.
An Impartation of Spiritual Power,
A Spiritual Shockwave
Sent out specifically designed
To engender an Awakening
A rapid escalation of deep desire
In the hearts of the Saints

It is part of A Reckoning, A Preparing, A Call To Arms,

The Final Assault.

It's the opening of the churches eyes to the Kingdom & its True Unity
& the Call God has placed on His Children to usher in
the Day Of His Son's Second Coming.

EIDO [a-doe] :

'TO SEE & TO KNOW'.
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